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ABSTRACT
Wireless communication has observed gigantic advancement since
the beginning of this century. The requirement of optimal use of
available resources has pushed researchers towards investigation of
swarm intelligence based optimization algorithms to support designs and planning decisions. This work, considered how to optimally determine locations of Base Transceiver Station (BTS), such
that minimum number of BTS can be installed to cover larger number of subscriber at lesser infrastructural cost. Population based
Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) are developed by modeling the behaviors of different swarms of animals and insects, e.g., ants, termites, bees, birds, fishes. These EAs can be used to obtain near
optimal solutions for NP-Hard arbitrary optimization problems. Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) algorithm is a metaheuristic search algorithm and is investigated, in this paper, to localize BTSs so as to
cover maximum number of subscribers. The results are then compared with K -Mean clustering method.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Cellular wireless communication is facilitated by BTSs which
have an appropriate spatial distribution. Cell planning is a fundamental and challenging part of cellular network design process.
The automatic techniques that lend a helping hand to locate the
optimal number of cell sites in a specified area are indispensable
due to non-uniform user locations and traffic fluctuations [11].
The goal of planning primarily focuses on selection of BTS sites
to maximize coverage while considering numerous baseline issues, e.g., traffic demand to cover a specific region, availability of
BTS +sites, available channel capacity at each BTS and the service quality at various potential Traffic Demand Areas (TDAs).
The exact size of the cells actually vary significantly due to several factors, including the topography of the land, anticipated
number of calls in a particular area, number of obstacles, and
traffic pattern of mobile users [11].
Various forms of inputs and limitations from customer in terms
of spectrum availability, network dimensions, frequency planning, network growth, local wireless regulations and finally RF
environment itself plays an important role in coverage planning.
The approach for coverage plan needs to be well defined, since
it requires accommodating various phases of network growth
across time without any compromise on service quality goal [4].

When the cellular concept was first proposed, BTS locations
were usually selected according to a regular reuse pattern [1].
With the growth of cellular technology, it is becoming increasingly important for any cellular operator to have a network which
is not only better in terms of quality of service than its competitors but also is more profitable than the others. The cost involved
in setting up a network and the quality of the service offered is
directly proportional to the number of BTS installed, more BTS,
more is the cost but better coverage at more infrastructural cost
[12].
In the increasingly competitive wireless industry, optimization
offers the means to achieve good quality solution consistently.
While deploying a network, the optimization phase is followed
immediately after the new frequency plan is introduced. Several
teams of field personnel undertake extensive drive testing around
each site making a number of calls, concentrating on testing and
the handovers between each cell. Each call is investigated and
identified problems are resolved by classical methods [12].
Drive-testing methodology is used by most network operators
so as to identify the areas within the network for improvement through optimization. This method of network performance measurement is very important for comparing the performance of network under test with competitor’s network [3].
The placement of BTSs is a tedious job for network designers,
the reason being the frequency channels become increasingly
congested and propagation environments become more complex
[9]. Suboptimal placement of BTS will result in not only expensive deployment costs, but a reduction in spectrum efficiency due
to interference which could be devastating to a service provider
considering the cost of spectrum license. In order to cope with
the need of rapid wireless systems deployment, significant research efforts have been put into develop advance wireless planning techniques over the past few years [9].
The problem considered in this paper is to determine the optimal locations of BTSs to meet traffic demands. Optimal coverage with minimum number of BTSs is essentially a resource
allocation/optimization problem. The received power, path loss
and attenuation are main parameters of considerations during the
optimization. Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) algorithm is a metaheuristic search algorithm and is investigated, in this paper, to
localize BTSs so as to cover maximum number of subscribers.
The results are then compared with K-Mean clustering method.
K-means is one of traditional unsupervised learning algorithms
that are useful in solving clustering problems.
After the brief literature review, this paper is outlined as follows:
In section 2, network planning parameters are discussed, Section
3, presents problem statement, where as, Section 4 and 5 are ded-
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icated to ABC and K-Mean clustering algorithms, respectively.
In section 6, comparative simulation results obtained with ABC
and K-Mean clustering algorithm, are presented for comparative
analysis. Finally, drawn conclusions and future scope have been
discussed in section 7.

2.

NETWORK PLANNING

The factors that make BTS Planning a costly affair can be
summed up as follows [3]: firstly, if cell planning stage extends
longer, then the overall development cost of the project goes up
due to time dependency of the work. Secondly, the cost of setting
up a new BTS includes the cost of hiring/buying land, RF cables, shelter for equipment, antennas, power sources, and maintenance. Lastly, the invaluable time factor that is involved for a
perfect plan.

2.1

Cell Pattern

source, which it exploits currently. A bee waiting in the hive to
choose a food source is an onlooker bee. The employed bees
share information about the food sources with onlooker bees in
the dance area. A scout bee, on the other hand, carries out a random search to discover new food sources.
In a robust search process, exploration and exploitation must be
carried out together. In the ABC algorithm, the scout bees are
in charge of the exploration process, while the employed and
onlooker bees carry out the exploitation process.
In the algorithm, one half of the population consists of employed
bees and the other half consists of onlooker bees. The number
of food sources equals the number of employed bees. During
each cycle, the employed bees try to improve their food sources.
Each onlooker bee then chooses a food source based on the nectar amount available at that food source. An employed bee whose
food source is exhausted becomes a scout bee. The scout bee then
searches for a new food source [10].

In cellular communication, systems the area to be covered is divided into a number of smaller areas known as cells, with each
cell being served by a fixed radio site, called BTS. The cells are
drawn for convenience as hexagons. The edges of the hexagons
represent the theoretical equal power boundaries between cells,
assuming that every BTS radiates the same power, propagation
is homogenous in every cell and all BTS are similarly sited in either the center or at one corner of every cell. However, the reality
of the coverage pattern will be some what different and can be
fully determine using propagation planning tools coupled with a
detailed study of the service area and fields measurement.

The position of a food source represents a solution for an optimization problem. The nectar amount of the food source is the
fitness of the solution. Each solution is represented using a Ddimensional vector. Here, D is the number of optimization parameters. Initially, SN solutions are generated randomly, where
SN equals the number of employed bees. Let MCN be the maximum number of cycles that the algorithm would run. During
each cycle, the employed and onlooker bees improve the solutions through a neighborhood search. A new solution vi in the
neighborhood of an existing solution xi is produced as follows:

2.2

vij = xij + Φij (xij − xkj )
(1)
where k=1, 2, ..., SN and Φ is a random number between [-1,
1] and j=1, 2,..., D. k and j are chosen randomly. A greedy
selection is then performed between xi and vi .

Base controller Station

It is a high-capacity switch that provides functions such as handover, cell configuration data, and control of radio frequency
(RF) power levels in BTS. Base Controller Station (BSC) can be
implemented as a stand-alone node or many BTSs in integration
with the Mobile Switching Center (MSC). The BSC provides all
the control functions and physical links between MSC and BTS.

2.3

Parameters

The fitness of a solution is decided on the basis of three main
parameters: (a) Power received (b) Attenuation and (c) Path loss.
Further parameters under consideration for the path loss are: (1)
Transmit power 500 mW (2) Frequency 850 MHz and (3) Base
Station antenna height (20 - 200 m) [6].

3.

ARTIFICIAL BEE COLONY ALGORITHM

ABC algorithm, introduced by Karaboga in 2005 [7], is a metaheuristic algorithm for numerical optimization inspired from intelligent foraging behavior of honey bees. Honey bee swarm
allocates tasks dynamically and adapts itself in response to
changes in the environment in a collective intelligent manner.
Population based Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) are developed
by modeling the behaviors of different swarms of animals and
insects, e.g., ants, termites, bees, birds, fishes. These EAs can be
used to obtain near optimal solutions for NP-Hard arbitrary optimization problems. Biological honey bees have many intelligent
features, e.g., photographic memories, space-age sensory, navigation systems, group decision making process during selection
of their new nest sites, queen and brood tending, storing, retrieving and distributing honey and pollen, communication and foraging etc. These all characteristics are incentive for researchers
to model the intelligent behaviors of bees artificially and solve
engineering problems [7].
ABC algorithm uses a colony of artificial bees. The bees are
classified into three types: 1. Employed bees, 2. Onlooker bees,
and 3. Scout bees. Each employed bee is associated with a food

The onlooker bees are placed on food sources using the roulette
wheel selection method [5]. An onlooker bee thus chooses a food
source at position xi with a probability pi calculated as follows:
f iti
pi = PSN
n=1 f itn
Here, f iti is calculated using the following equation:
(
f iti =

1
1+f i

if f i ≤ 0
1 + abs(f i) if f i ≥ 0

(2)

(3)

where fi is the fitness value of the solution.
A solution representing a food source is abandoned by an employed bee if it cannot be improved for a predetermined number
of trials given by the parameter limit. The employed bee then becomes a scout bee and randomly produces a new solution replacing the existing solution. The value of limit is generally chosen
as. SNxD.
ABC Algorithmic Flow
1: Generate the initial solutions (positions of food sources) randomly and evaluate them.
2: For each solution xi , determine a neighbor vi using (1) and
perform a greedy selection between xi and vi .
3: Calculate the probabilities for the solutions using (2).
4: Use the roulette wheel selection method to place the onlookers on the food sources and improve the corresponding solutions (as in step 2).
5: Determine the abandoned solution (if any) and replace it with
a new randomly produced solution.
6: Record the best solution obtained till now.
7: Repeat steps 2 to 6 until MCN cycles are completed.
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4. K-MEANS CLUSTERING ALGORITHM
Start

K-means is one of traditional unsupervised learning algorithms
that are useful in solving clustering problems. The procedure follows a simple and easy way to classify a given data set through
a certain number of clusters (assume K clusters) fixed apriori.
The main idea is to define K centers, one for each cluster. These
centers should be placed in a cunning way because of different
location causes different result. So, the better choice is to place
them as much as possible far away from each other [8]. The next
step is to take each point belonging to a given data set and associate it to the nearest center. When no point is pending, the first
step is completed and an early group age is done. At this point we
need to re-calculate K new centroids as barycenter of the clusters resulting from the previous step. These K new centroids, a
new binding has to be done between the same data set points and
the nearest new center. A loop has been generated. As a result of
this loop may notice that the K centers change their location step
by step until no more changes are done or in other words centers
do not move any more. Finally, this algorithm aims at minimizing an objective function know as squared error function given
by (4)

J(V ) =

ci
c X
X

(kxi − vj k)2

Enter the number of BTS required
Enter the No. of MS

Calculate the received power, path loss, attenuation
Optimization of BTS with respect to each mobile user
using ABC algorithm
Selecting Best BTS according to the given parameters
from the optimized BTS
Calculate power received, path loss and attenuation of
the selected BTS
Comparison of Both results, before and after
selection of BTS
Stop

(4)

i=1 j=1

where kxi − vj k is the Euclidean distance between xi and vj .
is the number of data points in ith cluster. 0 c0 is the number of
cluster centers [2].
The basic step of K-means clustering is simple. In the beginning,
number of cluster K are determined and assume the centroid or
center of these clusters. Take any random objects as the initial
centroids or the first K objects can also serve as the initial centroids. If the number of data is less than the number of cluster
then assign each data as the centroid of the cluster. Each centroid
will have a cluster number. If the number of data is bigger than
the number of cluster, for each data, calculate the distance to all
centroid and get the minimum distance. This data is said belong
to the cluster that has minimum distance from this data. Since
this is not sure about the location of the centroid, adjust the centroid location based on the current updated data. Then assign all
the data to this new centroid. This process is repeated until no
data is moving to another cluster anymore. Mathematically this
loop can be proved convergent.
0 0
ci

5.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

The main objective of the present work paper is to optimally
locate of BTSs, so that minimum number of BTS can be installed to cover larger number of subscribers at lesser infrastructural cost. The problem of optimization of BTS locations can
thus be stated as: Given an area to cover on with potential subscriber density distribution, identify the optimal cell geometry
and locations of BTSs. Our problem is to optimize BTS locations with respect to each MS using ABC algorithm. Artificial
Bee Colony (ABC) algorithm is a metaheuristic search algorithm
and is investigated, in this paper, to localize BTSs so as to cover
maximum number of subscribers. The results are then compared
with K-Mean clustering method. The received power, path loss
and attenuation are main parameters of considerations during the
process of optimization. According to the given parameters best
BTSs are selected from the optimized BTS locations.
The fitness of a solution is decided on the basis of three main
parameters: (a) Power received, Pr , (b) Path loss, Lp , and (c)
Attenuation, A, using (5), (6) and (7)
Pr = 10 log10 (Pt ) − abs(Lp )

(5)

Fig. 1. Flowchart for Selecting an Optimal Number of BTS
Locations

Lp = 66.55 + (26.16) log10 f − 13.82 log10 hBT S − 3.2 log10 11.75hM S
+44.9 − 6.55 log10 hBT S log10 d
(6)
A = 42.6 + 20 log10 f + 26 log10 d

(7)

Path loss is determined based on three parameters. viz. (1) Transmit power Pt =500 mW (2) Frequency f =850 MHz and (3) BTS
antenna height hBT S = 20m to 200 m and (4) Mobile station antenna height hM S = 1m to 10 m and d is distance between MS
and BTS [6].
The ABC algorithm requires a number of parameters to be initialized, namely: number of bees, number of food patches selected for neighborhood searching, number Sof employed bees
(same as food sources), number of onlooker bees, limit for an
employed bee to become scout, and the stopping criterion.

6.

RESULTS AND SIMULATION

This experiments are conducted using MATLAB 2007a version.
Required coverage area 100 X 100. Once the site coordinates are
evolved, the next step is to calculate the path loss, received power
and attenuation from particular BTS to a receiving bin (Mobile
Station or subscriber). The received power, path loss and attenuation are main parameters of considerations during the process
of optimization and results are then to be compared with traditional method of clustering i.e. K-mean clustering are shown in
fig. 4. The Simulation was carried out with the following parameters settings: Transmit power 500 mW, Frequency 850 MHz,
BTS antenna height hBT S is 20 m to 200 m and MS antenna
height hM S is 1m to 10 m. No. of required BTSs = 3 (represented by blue color) and No. of MSs = 25 (represented by red
color) are shown in fig. 1. Calculated the Path loss, attenuation
and received power using Hata’s Equation [6]. Optimized BTS
locations are represented by green color and MSs represented by
3
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red color are shown in fig. 2. Maximum fitness, F, is achieved
given by equation (8).
F =

1
abs(Pr )
Lp A

100
90

(8)

80

The ABC algorithm parameters are chosen to be: colony size
(number of bees) as 100, number of employed bess/ food patches
as half of the colony size, number of iterations as 50 number of
runs as 10.
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7.

CONCLUSION

The aim of this paper consists of a new calculation tool based on
particles swarm (ABC algorithm). This approach makes it possible to efficiently determine the optimal location of BTS, avoiding the greedy exhaustive search. The proposed work has ability
to achieve optimal solution of coverage problem with minimum
number of BTS in cellular networks. This approach cultivates
an innovative is idea in employing the ABC algorithm with enhanced fidelity. The results show that the ABC approach is effective and robust for efficient coverage problem of BTS location

and is considered to give almost the optimal solution in wireless
communication network. In future, focus can be given to achieve
100% coverage with minimum number of BTS. The study of
the 100% coverage using various optimal search techniques also
presents several interesting challenges.

8.
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